
References & Reminders

Filter Life & Replacement Thresholds

Turn o�  the system at the end of each 
work day by closing the valves on the 
system board, water storage tank, and 
autoclave wand.

DAILY�

Check water quality with the included 
TDS meters, and record the data in 
the chart in the Owner’s Manual.

MONTHLY�

Replace at least the Prefi lter (R3251) 
and Polishing Filter (R3255). Replace 
other fi lters only as needed, as 
indicated by TDS test.

Check the air pressure in the water 
storage tank. Air pressure should be 
between 6.0 psi (41 kPa) and 7.5 psi 
(52 kPa). See instructions on page 12 
of Owner’s Manual or online.

Sanitize the water storage tank and 
faucet using non-scented chlorine 
bleach and included syringe. See 
instructions on page 13 of Owner’s 
Manual or online.

ANNUALLY�

Prefi lter (R3251)
Approximately one year (change at least annually).

Hyperfi ltration Element (R3254)
3-5 years, depending on the volume of usage 
and quality of local water supply. Replace the 
hyperfi ltration fi lter whenever the system-
mounted TDS meter “IN” exceeds 10% of the TDS 
of the municipal water supply TO the system, as 
measured with the included, handheld meter.

Deionization Filter (R3252)
4 months to 3 years, depending on volume of 
usage and quality of local water supply. Change 
BOTH deionization fi lters whenever the system-
mounted TDS meter “OUT” displays a number 
equal to or greater than 4 parts per million (ppm).

Deionization Filter (R3253)
4 months to 3 years.
Replace at the same time as R3252. 

Polishing Filter (R3255)
Approximately one year (change at least annually).

� Need help?
Visit our searchable support 
database online at vrg.support.

Want a friendly reminder?
When you replace a fi lter, let us know online at 
vrg.support/fi lters. We’ll email you when it’s likely 
time to reorder from your favorite dental dealer.
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Please post this sheet somewhere you’ll see it regularly, such as the inside of a cabinet door near your VistaPure system.


